
 

              J.H.TARAPORE SCHOOL  (2020-21) 

Std VIII      Physics      Worksheet No. 8 

Topic- Physical Quantities and Measurement 

Question  1  Answer the following - 

1. Define the given terms- density, relative density, law of floatation 

2. Explain the meaning of the statement ‘Relative density of Iron is 7.8 g/cc.’ 

3. What happens when a body is immersed in a liquid and its weight is equal to the buoyant force acting on it? 
Explain with the help of a diagram. 

4. An iron nail sinks in water but floats on mercury.  Justify the statement.  

5. State your observation when a block of wood is submerged first in water and then in glycerine.  Explain with the 
help of a diagram. In which case it will experience the greater buoyant force? 

6. Ice bergs are considered to be dangerous for ships. Why?  

7. Explain anomalous expansion of water.  

8. How do whales sink in water and rise to the water surface at their will? 

9. Diagrammatically represent the two types of forces acting on a body immersed in a liquid when  

(1) its weight is less than the buoyant force and  

(2) its weight is greater than the upthrust. 

Calculate its net force in each case.  

Question 2 Numericals- 

1. Express 23.4 g/cc into kg/m3 

2. Calculate the relative density of Brass if its density is 8.4 g/cc. 

3. A body of mass 2.5kg has dimensions 4cm x 5cm x 1cm. Calculate its density in S.I unit. Also find its relative 
density.  

4. From the following observations, calculate the density and relative density of a liquid. 

Mass of empty density bottle = 40 g 

Mass of bottle + water = 85 g 

Mass of bottle + liquid = 75 g 

5. Calculate the density of an irregular solid of mass 150 g which when dipped in water shows a rise in the water 
level from 40 ml to 65 ml.  

6. Express 789 kg/m3 into g/cc. 

 



J.H. TAROPORE SCHOOL 

History and Civics 

STD: VIII            Revision Worksheet 

(Union Legislature, Union Executive and India in the 18th century) 

Read the extracts and answer the following questions: 

I. The Constitution of India has provided for a democracy, within which the Parliamentary system of 
government has been adopted. 

1. What does the Parliament consist of?       [2] 

2. Mention any two eligibility criterias  for becoming a member of the Rajya Sabha. [2] 

3. What is the composition of Rajya Sabha?        [3] 

 
 
II.The President is the constitutional head of our country. With reference to this, answer the 
following.   

1.  How can the President be removed from office before the completion of  his term?  [2] 

2. List any two functions of the Vice President of India.     [2] 

3. Who is the head of the Executive and how is he elected?      [3]  

 
         
III.The Mughal Empire had begun to show signs of decay during the reign of Aurangzeb. After his 
death in 1707, the empire declined rapidly.   

1. Name any two of the Later Mughals.       [2] 

2. Mention any two reasons for the decline of the Mughal empire?     [2] 

3. What was the economic impact of the Mughal wars of succession?             [3] 

 

  ************************************ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



J.H.TARAPORE SCHOOL 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

STD-VIII           SAFETY SIGNS SET-5 

Mandatory Positive Signs: 

     

a) Compulsory ahead      b) Roads Bifurcates     c)Pedestrians Only  d) Compulsory speed   e) Compulsory Go round 
                                                                                                                                                         only   limit 

Special Mandatory Signs: 

 

a) No Parking               b) No Stopping                     c) No Pedestrians       d) No Cycling              e) No Horn Zone 

 

Mandatory Negative Signs: 

                  

a)Parking Prohibited     b)Left Prohibited   c) Entry Prohibited d) U turn Prohibited   e)Speed Limit       f) Stop  

 

Warning Signs: 

          

a) Pedestrian crossing    b)Rumblers Ahead      c)  Bump Ahead            d)Dangerous Dip           e) Narrow Road Ahead 

 



 

f) Road Converging               g) Narrow Bridge           h) Entry Both Side            i) Round About         j) School Ahead 

 

k) Give Way                       l) Cross Roads 

 

Information: 

                    

a) Public Telephone                  b) First Aid Post  

 


